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ACHIEVING BALANCE
Welcome to the latest issue of Accelerate, a magazine 

highlighting developments in security screening 

needs and solutions. This issue is focused on event 

security. You may notice a concept that recurs in 

several stories: balance. 

Many security screening missions can be fairly 

straightforward: identify the threat and do what it 

takes to root out the bad stuff or, in some cases,  

bad people.

But the mission for events, especially big ones, is 

more nuanced. Of course, ensuring fans at the big 

game feel safe and actually are safe is first and 

foremost. But getting there requires collaboration, 

training, communication, technology, and balance 

(there’s that word again). 

Fans typically have chosen to make a big financial 

commitment to attend an event to be entertained. 

They have every right to feel safe, but they also have 

every right not to feel like they must be going through 

the same screening process as at the airport or a 

secure government facility. It’s all about balancing 

three considerations: safety; security; and  

fan experience.

This issue of Accelerate covers important aspects of 

those objectives. Our main feature story highlights 

how to achieve sustainable event security success by 

implementing a technology-focused, turnkey  

 

 

operational approach. The payoff: rich, actionable 

data that can improve operations while providing 

the foundation for a stronger relationship with fans 

because you have a deeper understanding of their 

behaviors and needs. 

That deeper understanding also can come from 

assessing and planning for crowd movement and 

management. Expert Paul Foster of FOAMHAND has 

been on the ground for multiple Olympics and other 

large international sporting events. He shares insights 

into the crucial role crowd management plays in 

ensuring your event is safe, secure and efficient. Other 

experts from the worlds of professional baseball, 

collegiate and professional American football and 

golf share their wisdom about making fans feel both 

welcome and safe.

By the way, an exciting event-related relationship 

that was launched last year continues: the Rapiscan 

Systems Classic, a PGA TOUR Champions event 

in Biloxi, Miss. This popular golf event provides 

an opportunity for S2 Global and sister company 

Rapiscan Systems to showcase event security 

capabilities and demonstrate what it takes to provide 

a safe, positive fan experience. 

Enjoy the latest issue of Accelerate! A
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Key MileStoneS in event Security and Safety
1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

1973: “Green Guide” to 

sports ground safety is 

issued by UK authorities; 

it will be significantly 

revised later in response 

to tragedies suc h as the 

Hillsborough football 

disaster

1972: At Summer 

Olympics in Munich, West 

Germany,  terrorist group 

Black September takes 

11 Israeli Olympic team 

members hostage and kills 

them along with a West 

German police officer

1989: Hillsborough 

football stadium disaster 

- 96 Liverpool fans were 

crushed to death

1996: Terrorist bombing 

at Summer Olympics in 

Atlanta, GA, US

2006: Union of 

European Football 

Associations issues 

Security Regulations; 

National Center for 

Spectator Sports Security 

and Safety (NCS4) opens 

at University of Southern 

Mississippi

2001: Ellis Park Stadium 

disaster, worst sporting 

accident in South African 

history - 43 spectators at 

Soweto football match are 

crushed

2010: NCS4  

opens National Sports 

Security Lab

2012: US Department of 

Homeland Security issues 

bag search procedure 

guidelines for major 

sporting events and other 

large events

2013: Boston Marathon 

bombing

2014: World Cup 

events in Brazil require 

walkthrough metal 

detectors; use of drone 

surveillance initiated at 

Sochi Olympics

2020: Tokyo Summer 

Olympics w ill use facial 

recognition throughout all 

venues to screen vendors 

and others

2018: Drones are 

deployed to entertain 

AND provide some aerial 

security surveillance at 

Olympics in Pyeongchang

2018: US Tennis 

Association initiates 

use of facial recognition 

technology to combat 

betting irregularities

2018: Updated version 

of the “Green Guide,” 

Guide to Sports Ground 

Safety, is issued

2016: US Department of 

Homeland Security issues 

Patron Screening Best 

Practices Guide; US Major 

League Soccer upgrades 

its security policies 

to track other sports, 

including bag limits, bag 

searches and hand-held 

metal detection

2016: US Major League 

Soccer imposes bag 

search requirements 

and limits on bags 

entering venues; US 

National Football League 

implements walkthrough 

metal detection  

league-wide

2015: Terrorist attack 

at Stade de France- 

bombers strike outside 

France’s national stadium 

during a football match 

but screening measures 

stopped them from 

gaining entry to the event

2015: US Major League 

Baseball, North American 

National Hockey League 

implement use of metal 

detection league-wide

2001: Terrorist attacks 

via aircraft occur at 

multiple sites in US, 

pushing widespread 

reevaluation of security 

and screening policies to 

safeguard “soft target,” 

high-volume activities, 

including sporting events
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CROWD MANAGEMENT

A Key Component    
    of  
   Event Success
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D
eveloping a plan for crowd 

management can play an important 

role in executing a safe and secure 

event. But safety and security 

missions, while related, can 

sometimes conflict when it comes 

to managing spectators, said Paul Foster, chief 

operating officer of FOAMHAND, global specialists 

in operations and movement management for major 

events and venues.

For example, one way to protect a venue from 

the threat of hostile vehicles is to set up heavy 

equipment, blocking surrounding 

areas. While that approach may 

address the security concern, 

the obstruction also will affect 

fans trying to reach and enter 

the venue, potentially causing 

confusion, disorganization and 

long lines. “You’re potentially 

inhibiting crowd movement” 

and having a negative impact on 

spectators while addressing a 

legitimate concern, Foster noted.

Situations like this are one of 

the reasons that planned crowd 

management is more than a 

“nice to have” – it is an important 

factor in developing a successful safety and security 

plan. All three considerations – safety, security and 

fan experience – must be balanced, with equal 

weight given to each, Foster said. 

Technology tools can help by generating 

data about people’s behavior and crowd flow. 

“We’re getting quite good a t monitoring crowd 

movement.” But training and understanding also 

play an important role. “You have all this extra 

information,” he observed. “The question is how do 

you utilize it?”

Human factors like culture should be incorporated 

too, elements which are best understood through 

observation of spectators. “We always observe 

before we develop a plan,” Foster said.

He recounted discovering very long ticket lines 

developing at the 2018 PyeongChang Winter 

Olympics. The expectation had been that tech-savvy 

fans would print their tickets at home or use their 

mobile devices to gain quick entry to events. But 

after inquiring among waiting spectators, Foster 

and his team found they preferred to wait and even 

miss an event because the more important thing to 

them was collecting a desirable 

Olympic souvenir – their official 

printed tickets. A plan was devised 

to mail the spectators their hard-

copy tickets to get things moving 

efficiently again.

FOAMHAND continues to develop 

predictive capabilities to inform 

its crowd management planning, 

utilizing 200 different data sets 

that can take into account an array 

of factors such as culture, gender, 

and alcohol consumption. 

Looking ahead, Foster identified 

two developments he expects will 

have an important influence on crowd behavior: 

• fans’ increased interaction with events via their 

mobile devices, which can provide opportunities 

to enhance the experience but also can pose 

distractions that will affect fan movement and 

safety; and 

• the growth in civilian use of unmanned aerial 

vehicles, AKA drones, particularly hostile drones 

that could disrupt an event. He noted that various 

countries are wrestling with how to regulate 

drone use. “We need to get on top of that.” A

FOAMHAND 
continues to 

develop  
predictive 

capabilities to 
inform its crowd 

management 
planning
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WHEN YOU WALK INTO AN EVENT 

where the security screening isn’t working, some of 

the signs of failure can be pretty obvious, while others 

may be  more subtle:

n  Long lines at entry points due to poor operational 

planning or equipment or training problems

n  Traffic and crowd control issues, including confused 

spectators

n  Failure to detect items that pose a threat

n  Breakdown in command & control operations, 

including multiple technologies that cannot 

communicate with each other

These types of failures mean that security is no longer 

an operational asset but has become an ineffective 

cost center.

Achieving event security success would seem to rest 

primarily on finding the right combination of people, 

barriers and technology. Of course, those factors 

must come into play. But solutions can break down 

due to implementation problems and human factors, 

at a minimum affecting fans’ experience while also 

potentially posing serious security and safety threats 

and affecting an event sponsor’s bottom line. 

Some fixes can be as simple and obvious as 

segregating fans based on what they are carrying 

into a venue to make the screening lines moves more 

quickly, or putting up more signs so that fans aren’t 

confused about where to go. Basic changes can help 

address basic problems. 

But event security has grown increasingly complex, 

and implementing the appropriate, comprehensive 

solution can do much more than simply avert   

failure. The right security solution can be tailored 

and designed to provide a modern, interconnected 

experience built upon operational excellence, 

integration capabilities, and a trained workforce. The 

benefits pay off in a stronger fan relationship and a 

safer venue, thanks to layered, scalable processes 

that yield rich data and provide analysis capabilities 

focused on tying data points together through 

security portals. 

A technology-focused, turnkey operational approach 

provides valuable tools to evaluate fan activity, 

helping event sponsors and their marketing teams 

deepen their understanding of patrons’ tastes, needs 

and behavior, at the same time achieving the primary 

security mission of ensuring events are managed in a 

safe, professional manner.

A key is setting clear objectives. These should include:

n  Streamlining patron entry and egress

n  Addressing other potential vulnerabilities by 

screening non-fans, including event staff, vendors 

and others accessing the venue, as well as vehicle 

and cargo coming into the venue

n  Deterring and mitigating undesirable fan behavior

n  Identifying and responding to issues in a timely 

fashion

n  Detecting, deterring and defeating threats

n  Establishing a clear operational picture during an  

event

Technology-focused turnkey operations will provide a 

sustainable solution that:

n  Mitigates human factor failure points

n  Creates effective, repeatable processes

n  Facilitates meaningful data collection

n  Provides insights into fan behavior and ways to 

enhance fan experiences

n  Leverages security assets to increase revenue 

There are universal strategies to bring together 

necessary points into a cohesive plan. The objectives 

for a stadium, outdoor event, multi-venue event or 

small local event must incorporate these objectives to 

balance security with fan experience.  A

ACHIEVING 
SUSTAINABLE 
EVENT SECURITY  
SUCCESS
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There is growing recognition that 

making fans at large events feel 

both safe and welcomed requires a 

successful convergence of marketing, 

security, communications and 

technology.  

Leagues and teams are working on measures and on 

applications that will pull these components together, 

enhancing the fan experience while supporting 

venues’ security needs, according to members of an 

expert panel at SoccerEx USA, moderated by Melissa 

Odegaard, S2 Global’s Director of Marketing. She 

noted that data integration will be key to building 

a safe and solid fan experience that reinforces the 

relationship with spectators.

Soccerex USA attracted hundreds of soccer industry 

experts to Miami to share experiences in putting on 

soccer matches and other large sporting events. Here 

are some key observations of the fan security panel:

Security requirements should never limit 
fans’ enjoyment of an event. 
Mike Bracci, security director at Marlins Stadium, 

said fans should not “feel like they are going 

into the Pentagon or the White House,” so the 

experience shouldn’t replicate that sense. “We are in 

entertainment,” said Joe Cicini, formerly with the FBI 

and now Director of Security for the Miami Dolphins. 

“We have to keep that in mind. We want them to 

come back.” They agreed that no fan should be 

stuck waiting for 15 minutes or more while a bag is 

examined.

Communication is everything;  
don’t surprise your fans. 
One way to avoid having spectators trapped in long 

lines is to ensure they get the message about what 

they can and cannot bring to the  stadium long 

before they arrive. Andy  Lynch, S2 Global’s Director 

of North American Operations, observed that right 

or wrong, a fan will judge the experience based on 

the speed through the security checkpoint. But he 

also noted that security is important, so speed should 

not be the driver. “Lack of confusion” will make for 

the best experience. Eoghan Gill, Chief Commercial 

Officer for FOAMHAND, said, “The communications 

piece starts from home, as soon as someone decides 

to buy a ticket.”

The fan relationship is a crucial one  
that should be handled with care. 
Liz Leckemby, Assistant Vice resident with Bruno 

Event Team, noted that attendance at events is 

declining with the advent of home-based comforts 

like streaming and high-quality televisions. To get 

fans back into venues, their experience needs to 

be positive from start to finish. “You only have one 

chance to get that right.” 

INTEGRATING SECURITY  
AND MARKETING EFFORTS...

PANEL DISCUSSION
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Challenges continue, some driven  
by technology. 
Cicini noted that unmanned aerial vehicles, AKA 

drones, are causing problems for venues. He called 

them “a legitimate threat” because they can be 

armed or, on a less threatening level, cause distress 

among fans, leading to panic and crowd control 

issues. The amateur use of drones continues to grow, 

he said, with regulators trying to catch up. “For us, it’s 

a big, big challenge security-wise.”

Technology presents an opportunity  
to build a stronger fan relationship. 
Odegaard noted that sports leagues such as US 

Major League Soccer are developing their own 

applications for fans. These apps can enhance the fan 

connection, providing opportunities to buy tickets, 

receive gameday information about security and 

parking, and potentially integrate into the security 

process too. Cicini said that technological capabilities 

like analytics and biometrics are migrating from the 

governmental realm to the consumer side. Facial 

recognition can both contribute to a security mission 

and also serve a marketing purpose: enabling teams 

to set up trusted fan programs that recognize 

attendees’ needs as they enter a venue, providing 

a personalized experience. Identity verification also 

could help streamline – and, as needed, moderate 

– alcohol purchases, for example. And facial 

recognition won’t just be for fans. It could become 

the norm for venue employees and vendors too, said 

the Marlins’ Bracci. “You want to know who is coming 

into your building,” especially those with access to 

critical infrastructure. A

CAN YIELD POSITIVE,  
         SAFE FAN EXPERIENCE
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LessonsLearned
AT THE UNIVERSITY  

OF ALABAMA
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S2 Event Security 

is proud to be providing game day fan management 

services for the University of Alabama events. The 

experience has yielded useful insights into recruiting 

and operational strategies that elevate game day fan 

management to a new level of professionalism and 

efficiency. 

These approaches enabled the management of 

over 300 staff with diverse backgrounds, providing 

security and crowd management for more than 30 

events per year, including very popular UofA home 

football games. A

RECRUITING & RETAINING EMPLOYEES

• Emphasizing a welcoming atmosphere for 

veterans, as well as potential staff with any type 

of security or first-responder experience;

• Utilizing social media platforms to recruit 

employees;

• Setting high expectations for mutual respect and 

professionalism;

• Using local residents who were familiar with the 

environment and demonstrated a warm style of 

patron interaction; and

• Rewarding employees by providing a meal 

during shifts and offering prizes for those who 

consistently did an outstanding job.

TECHNOLOGY/OPERATIONS

• Using electronic methods for in a variety of ways, 

including recruiting/onboarding and for deploying 

employees, with a sign-in/sign-out process and 

tracking of staff postings utilizing a GPS-based 

platform; 

• Conducting detailed supervisor training and walk-

throughs; and 

• Developing supervisor standard operating 

procedure (SOP) binders. 

Here is what made the program work

Learn more about S2 Event Security: www.s2eventsecurity.com
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KEY MILESTONES IN EVENT SECURITY AND SAFETY
1970 1980 1990

1973: “Green Guide” to 

sports ground safety is 

issued by UK authorities; 

it will be significantly 

revised later in response 

to tragedies such as the 

Hillsborough football 

disaster

1972: At Summer 

Olympics in Munich, West 

Germany,  terrorist group 

Black September takes 

11 Israeli Olympic team 

members hostage and kills 

them along with a West 

German police officer

1989: Hillsborough 

football stadium disaster 

- 96 Liverpool fans were 

crushed to death

1996: Terrorist bombing 

at Summer Olympics in 

Atlanta, GA, US

2006: Union of 

European Football 

Associations issues 

Security Regulations; 

National Center for 

Spectator Sports Security 

and Safety (NCS4) opens 

at University of Southern 

Mississippi

2001: Ellis Park Stadium 

disaster, worst sporting 

accident in South African 

history - 43 spectators at 

Soweto football match are 

crushed

2010: NCS4  

opens National Sports 

Security Lab

2012: US Department of 

Homeland Security issues 

bag search procedure 

guidelines for major 

sporting events and other 

large events

2013: Boston Marathon 

bombing

2001: Terrorist attacks 

via aircraft occur at 

multiple sites in US, 

pushing widespread 

reevaluation of security 

and screening policies to 

safeguard “soft target,” 

high-volume activities, 

including sporting events
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KEY MILESTONES IN EVENT SECURITY AND SAFETY
2000 2010

2014: World Cup 

events in Brazil require 

walkthrough metal 

detectors; use of drone 

surveillance initiated at 

Sochi Olympics

2020: Tokyo Summer 

Olympics w ill use facial 

recognition throughout all 

venues to screen vendors 

and others

2018: Drones are 

deployed to entertain 

AND provide some aerial 

security surveillance at 

Olympics in Pyeongchang

2018: US Tennis 

Association initiates 

use of facial recognition 

technology to combat 

betting irregularities

2018: Updated version 

of the “Green Guide,” 

Guide to Sports Ground 

Safety, is issued

2016: US Department of 

Homeland Security issues 

Patron Screening Best 

Practices Guide; US Major 

League Soccer upgrades 

its security policies 

to track other sports, 

including bag limits, bag 

searches and hand-held 

metal detection

2016: US Major League 

Soccer imposes bag 

search requirements 

and limits on bags 

entering venues; US 

National Football League 

implements walkthrough 

metal detection  

league-wide

2015: Terrorist attack 

at Stade de France- 

bombers strike outside 

France’s national stadium 

during a football match 

but screening measures 

stopped them from 

gaining entry to the event

2015: US Major League 

Baseball, North American 

National Hockey League 

implement use of metal 

detection league-wide
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S
ince the government of Albania engaged 

S2 Global to design and implement a 

comprehensive, multi-factor security program, 

the country’s customs and border operations 

have seen marked improvements in key areas that 

have exceeded expectations. 

The program installed advanced detection 

systems at all points of entry to detect and deter 

contraband, increase throughput capabilities 

at ports and border-crossings, and to promote 

sanctioned trade in Albania. 

The program is delivering results across the board. 

These include:

• An upswing in seizures of contraband

• A significant increase in tax revenue from 

legitimate trade and

• Dramatic improvements in the speed, 

predictability and transparency of customs 

clearances

Port and border crossings country-wide are now 

equipped to scan 100% of designated traffic.

The success of the Albanian program is in the 

CertScan® integration platform coupled with the S2 

University training program. CertScan enables S2 

Global to monitor live operations, audit decisions, 

assess processes to identify additional training 

needs, and share these results with the customer. 

The operation also generates crucial information 

about smuggling methods, techniques and seizures 

keeping the S2 and Customs staff up to date in 

real time. This data is shared with appropriate 

authorities, enhancing overall security in Albania 

while also providing new information that informs 

and enhances the content of training programs for 

site personnel.

The turnkey cargo and vehicle security screening 

program is delivering inspection results, allowing 

Albanian customs officials to focus efforts on their 

core mission. A

SUCCESS STORY
S2 GLOBAL IN ALBANIA

HERE’S 
HOW IT 
WORKS

1 Prior to entering the site, the 

driver delivers a manifest to the 

on-site customs officer

2 Cargo is scanned using 

Rapiscan technology
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MARIJUANA
                  SEIZURE

3 The driver waits in a holding 

area during image adjudication

4 Highly trained operators 

perform an image analysis to 

ensure the cargo contents match 

what the manifest says

5 Within minutes, if the vehicle 

is cleared, it is back on the road.

The S2 Global screening team at the Albanian border 

in Kapshticë recently successfully intercepted and 

confiscated one ton of marijuana. This was the largest 

seizure of marijuana in recent years, according to the 

government of Albania. 

The detection demonstrates the effectiveness of the 

S2 Global training process, which develops highly 

skilled image analysts who undergo recurrent training 

that includes real-world image assessment. 

Review of images of the truck contents triggered 

a physical inspection of the cargo, leading to the 

discovery of the marijuana. The contraband was 

traveling with a manifest that listed its contents as 

wheat bran. The site uses a Rapiscan Eagle® M60, 

a high-energy mobile cargo and vehicle inspection 

system for security applications and customs 

clearance at ports, borders, and  

roadside checkpoints. A



The Critical Element for  
Effective Screening Operations:

HIGHLY TRAINED PERSONNEL
Security initiatives are better served when the people who are responsible for the 

processes are  highly trained. S2 University provides training for security focused 

organizations looking to maximize the skill and performance of their personnel.  

Designed by field experienced officers, S2 University training courses are built to address 

real-world scenarios teaching methods and processes that lead to success.

“ Best training course I have 
had in my 19 years of service.”

    —  S2 UNIVERSITY CARGO & VEHICLE IMAGE ANALYSIS STUDENT,  
CANADA BORDER SERVICES AGENCY

www.s2university.com



GLOBAL SMUGGLING 
TRENDS MAP

ACROSS THE WORLD CUSTOMS AND LAW enforcement agencies confiscate drugs, weapons, illegal 

cigarettes and counterfeit goods crossing borders. S2 University gathers and distributes known data about 

seizures of contraband so that we can better understand the methods and techniques used to smuggle 

around the globe. Under our ‘Smuggling Trends Map’ at S2University.com visitors can look up and sort data 

for trends research.  >> www.s2university.com/smuggling-trends-map/ A
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The Right Technology & 
Techniques at Every Event

S2 Event Security has the expertise to strengthen security at stadiums 
and events, seamlessly integrating screening into the fan experience.

Visit us at www.S2EventSecurity.com


